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Abstract—In this paper, our recent work interval-based orderly scheduling strategy (IOSS) [1] is extended by adding
quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning. A revised medium access
control (MAC) protocol is introduced, which supports priority-based QoS in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
networks with star topology. The proposed interval-based prioritized orderly scheduling strategy (IPOSS) operates in a distributed
manner, and has the capability of handling channel collision and
destinations conflicts in order to provide a collision-free scheduling
scheme. Each node in the network is equipped with a tunable
transmitter and a fixed receiver, assuring that the scheme is scalable with respect to the number of nodes and channels. Also, each
node may accept high- and low-priority packet arrivals. IPOSS
favors high-priority packets, without regarding packets’ length
or packets’ destination. Moreover, the proposed scheme differentiates the packet’s schedule order by prioritizing the long-length
over the short-length packets. It is found that the adopted access
control scheme achieves a critically high throughput-delay performance for real-time traffic. Furthermore, IPOSS presents a
little bit improved throughput performance than IOSS scheme,
since it handles in a different way the case in which two or more
requests demand the same amount of transmission time. The
traffic involved in the simulation results follows Bernoulli and
Poisson distribution, regarding the arrival of the requests.
Index Terms—Reservation, scheduling, quality-of-service (QoS),
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) star networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

PTICAL technology comes to satisfy the increasing
number of Internet users along with the demanding
network applications, since optical fibers offer radically higher
bandwidth than alternative transmission media [2], [3]. More
specifically, optical fiber technology can untie the capacity
problem because of its great capabilities, such as the huge
bandwidth, the low signal attenuation, the immunity to electromagnetic interferences, the high security of signal, the absence
of crosstalk, the low-signal distortion, the low-power requirement, the low material usage, and the high electrical resistance
[4], [5]. The future Internet may be analyzed as a three-level
hierarchy, consisting of backbone networks, metropolitan
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area networks, and local area networks (LANs) [6]. LANs
carry the data from and to the individual users. In particular,
advanced LAN technologies such as Gigabit Ethernet, xDSL,
and multi-channel packet switched wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks provide increasing amount of
bandwidth. The designed packet-switched WDM metropolitan
or local networks fall into two main categories: networks
with a physical star topology and networks with a physical
ring topology. Star networks come in two implementations,
namely the broadcast-and-select single-hop networks based
on a wavelength-insensitive passive star coupler (PSC) and
wavelength-routing networks based on a wavelength-selective
arrayed-waveguide grating.
A very convenient and effective way of realizing a local
WDM optical network is the architecture of broadcast-and-select, according to which the connection of each node with each
other is achieved through a PSC. A remarkable attribute of
this class of networks is that they can easily provide broadcast,
multicast and unicast services [7]. A likely form that the overall
network might take in the future is a combination of broadcast-and-select LANs interconnected by a wavelength routing
network. According to a broadcast-and-select architecture,
each node transmits its data to the PSC through one of the
available channels, using a transmitter. Each transmitted data
from all the nodes of the network is combined in the PSC and
sent forward to all the nodes of the network through a two-way
optical fiber. Optical filters accept the transmitted data and
select the desired signal sent by the star. The PSC is a broadcast
device, so a signal that is inserted on a given wavelength from
an input fiber port will have its power equally divided among
all output ports on the same wavelength. Each node has at least
one transmitter and one receiver. Both the transmitter and the
receiver can be either fixed or tunable. The tunable transmitter
can be tuned in any channel of the network in order to transmit
the flow of data. Respectively, the tuned receiver can accept
data from any channel of the network. On the other side, the
fixed transmitter and the fixed receiver can send or receive data
only in a predetermined transmission channel. In this paper,
a single hop broadcast-and-select star LAN with one tunable
transmitter and one fixed receiver (TT-FR) per node is realized
as depicted in Fig. 1.
Various demanding applications (e.g., video-on-demand,
direct banking data, urgent alarm signals, multimedia conferencing, etc.) require different type of services and need
application specific quality of service (QoS) to meet the required standards [8]. To provide end-to-end QoS not only the
backbone network but also the LAN must support some kind
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Fig. 1. TT-FR system nature.

of QoS. For that purpose, a MAC protocol is needed to support
QoS in conjunction with a collision free scheme. In recent
years, many MAC protocols have been proposed for WDM
LAN based on star or ring. However, if we focus on a reservation based distributed network with a TT-FR architecture
(absence of control channel) then we can observe that there
is a lack of MAC protocols supporting QoS. In this paper, a
revised scheduling scheme is introduced in order to meet the
QoS requirements in a TT-FR optical WDM star network. The
proposed interval-based prioritized orderly scheduling strategy
(IPOSS) protocol falls in pretransmission coordination-based
category, due to the fact that the transmission schedule is
dynamic and depends on the network traffic. A scheduling
algorithm is applied to construct the service order and the
transmission program, known as transmission schedule.
The proposed algorithm manages to schedule real-time
traffic, by prioritizing the real traffic data packets, which have
high priority, over the non-real traffic data (normal data),
which have low priority. In this way, an application such as
an urgent alarm message or teleconference data generates
high-priority packets, while a file transfer or a text message
produces low priority ones. The new scheduling strategy comes
as an improvement of the scheduling algorithm proposed in
[1]. The novelty of IPOSS is that it supports QoS, realized with
high- and low-priority packets. In practice, it differentiates
packets’ schedule order, since high-priority packets precedes
the low-priority ones in transmission procedure. At the same
time, IPOSS adopts the strategy of linear search with equality
examination (ls-ee), which is an improvement of linear search
for K elements (K-ls), proposed in [1].
According to ls-ee strategy, long-length requests are prioritized over the short-length ones, in such a way that a sorting
process is avoided for complexity reasons. Furthermore, IPOSS
determines the maximum length request of each reservation
phase and then modifies the service order of each request,
by giving priority to the most demanding requests. The new
strategy also considers the case that two or more requests
demand the same transmission time. In practice, while K-ls
randomly selects among the competitive requests, the novel
ls-ee considers two decision vectors, namely the node time
vector (NTV) and the channel time vector (CTV). These vectors

indicate the earliest time availability of each channel for the
node whose request is being processed. The final choice among
the competitive requests is based on these vectors. This schedule
strategy allows a better usage of channels’ utilization, since
the possibility of finding an appropriate interval to schedule
short-length requests is increased. Overall, IPOSS keeps the
following scheduling order: high-priority long-length requests,
high-priority short length requests, low-priority long-length
requests and low priority short-length requests. If two or more
equal-priority requests demand the same amount of transmission time, IPOSS exploits the information of NTV and CTV
and schedules the request with the minimum scheduling delay.
In other words, the request that can be scheduled earliest is
favored among equal-priority requests.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section III provides the network’s description, while Section II
presents related reservation protocols for WDM star networks.
Section IV presents the proposed scheduling algorithm, while
Section V discusses the simulation results. Conclusions are
given in Section VI.
II. RELATED RESERVATION PROTOCOLS
Various scheduling schemes have been proposed for WDM
star networks with tunable transmitters and fixed receivers [1],
[9], [10], [11]–[14]. However, none of these protocols support
QoS. Online interval-based scheduling (OIS) [9] is a simple and
practical online scheduling algorithm, operating with simple
functions in order to construct the schedule as quick as possible.
OIS presents very low computational complexity, i.e.,
(the lowest time complexity of TT-FR family protocols). According to OIS, each node maintains a list of time intervals that
are available on every data channel. More specifically, the algorithm maintains two sets of intervals, one for each channel and
another for the node whose reservation is currently being scheduled. The interval list per channel or current node represents
the unallocated time on that channel or node. Although OIS has
many advantages, e.g., very low time complexity, collision free,
and simple hardware implementation, it lacks in efficiency.
Predictive Online Scheduling Algorithm (POSA) [10],
which is essentially an extension to OIS, introduces a prediction system, which reduces the computation time of the
scheduling process by means of predicting the requests of each
node for the following frame. As a result of applying POSA,
during the prediction period, the scheduling algorithm has more
time to compute every schedule. However, POSA brings about
some performance improvement, if the average duration of the
control and data phases is at least equal to the time needed
for predicting reservations and computing the corresponding
schedule. Finally, it must be mentioned that POSA uses the
same algorithm as OIS to construct the scheduling matrix and,
therefore, it produces a schedule with low channel utilization
and low schedule efficiency.
The interval-based orderly scheduling strategy (IOSS) [1]
is an improved edition of OIS and POSA algorithms. It attempts to produce a shorter schedule, an action leading to an
efficient schedule. POSA’s prediction mechanism is optional.
That means that IOSS could also function without a prediction
mechanism, if, for example, it is difficult to predict the traffic
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prototype of the network (in case that nodes’ requests appear
at a totally random order) or if the prediction mechanism for
a variety of reasons, cannot predict a great number of correct
requests (i.e., if it has low performance and accuracy). The
proposed IOSS protocol reorganizes the service order of the
requests per node and per channel based on the value of each
entry of the demand matrix, applying the K-ls strategy. Thus,
IOSS uses K-ls strategy in order to put the requests in order,
without the usage of a sorting process, using a set of linear
searches only. The complexity of IOSS algorithm, using the
strategy of linear search for elements, is less than the complexity of OIS algorithm.
III. NETWORK DESCRIPTION
It is assumed a single-hop WDM LAN with broadcast-andselect architecture, consisting of nodes, which are connected
in a PSC via a two-way optical fiber [15], [16], and data chan, which are of the same canels (wavelengths), where
pacity [17]. Generally, in an -node optical network [2] the most
effective communication structure is achieved when each node
has a tunable transmitter and a tunable receiver (TT-TR system)
in combination with channels, one per node [18]. However
such a scheme has two critical demerits: the network may utilize only a few channels due to technological constraints, while
the realization of a network consisting of equal number of nodes
and channels does not co-exit with the financial standards. As a
result, the solution of a TT-FR system seems to go along with
the current technological and financial developments [1]. In the
assumed TT-FR system time is slotted and the transmission is
synchronous. Also, each packet is transmitted in time equal to
a timeslot and all nodes in the network are assumed to be synchronized by using a common clock.
In the previously discussed TT-FR implementation, depicted
in Fig. 2, transmission is organized into frames, where each
frame consists of a reservation (or control) phase and a data
phase [19]. The overall process is depicted in Fig. 3. More
specifically, during the reservation phase, each source node
is assigned a unique control slot for broadcasting its control
packet to all channels by means of its tunable transmitter (TDM
access). Control packets are received by all nodes on their
corresponding home channel by means of their fixed receiver
and are assumed to make reservations for the data phase. The
nodes include in their control packets the priority information
for high-priority packets and
of their data packets, i.e.,
for low-priority packets, while they also send their
requests to the common data channels. Nodes’ requests are
formed as variable-length messages consisting of one or more
fixed-length data packets and time is divided into timeslots
(data slots), where each data packet is transmitted in time equal
to a timeslot. The duration of data timeslots is larger compared
to that of control timeslots. Real-time and non-real-time reand
demand matrices,
quests are recorded in the
element,
and
respectively, where
, indicates the number of high-priority (low-priority) data packets at node that are destined for channel .
and
can be defined as
, where
Based on
element represents the total number of data packets at
node that are destined for channel . The proposed IPOSS

Fig. 2. Network topology.

operates in conjunction with a distributed scheduling algorithm
scheduling matrix , where denotes
and produces the
element,
the length of the schedule in timeslots. Each
and
, represents the node that
transmits on channel during the timeslot . During the data
phase the packets’ transmission takes place according to the
matrix which was built during the reservation phase. At the
end of reservation phase each node collects the total requests
(for all channels). Then they run the same scheduling algorithm
and calculate the exact transmission schedule. All the previous
notation is summarized in Table I.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
IOSS scheme does not support QoS and, moreover, it randomly selects among equal-length requests, regarding the operation of K-ls strategy. The IPOSS scheduling scheme is proposed in order to improve the aforementioned IOSS algorithm,
introducing a new improved scheduling strategy, named ls-ee.
At the same time, QoS is provided.
In particular, IPOSS provides a new approach regarding the
quite possible case that a number of requests may be of equal
length. IPOSS adopts ls-ee, in order to handle these requests.
According to ls-ee strategy, two vectors, namely the NTV and
CTV vectors, one for each node and one for each channel are
element,
, indicates the
maintained. The
will be available
earliest available time at which the node
element,
, defor transmission, while the
notes the earliest available time at which the channel will be
available for transmission. NTV and CTV vectors are initialized
at the start of each transmission frame (set equal to zero) and
they are updated for each scheduled request. If two or more requests are of equal length, then IPOSS computes the maximum
value between NTV and CTV, namely MaxV (max value) for
each request and it finally chooses the request with the minimum
MaxV value.
More specifically, IPOSS algorithm consists of two main
phases, as depicted in Algorithm 1. During the first phase, ls-ee
strategy is applied and a reordered demand matrix is returned.
This action is operated twice, one for the low-priority requests
and two for the high-priority ones. Of course, if the network
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Fig. 3. Reservation and data phase.

TABLE I
BASIC SYMBOLS’ NOTATION

configuration supports more priority levels then ls-ee is applied
once for each level. Next, the schedule formation takes place.
IPOSS constructs the transmission schedule according to the
reordered demand matrices.
First of all, ls-ee strategy finds the request with the maxand
denotes
imum length for each priority level. If
the maximum length request for the high- and low-priority
and
, respectively,
elements of the demand matrices
then, ls-ee seek for the
or
different numbers just once
(excepting zero). In other words, IPOSS performs
linear searches to form the two reordered lists
and . The
(or ),
search order is the following: initially the value of
which is the maximum entry of
(or
) is searched. The
(or
) found in matrix
search returns all the values of
(or ) and more precisely, returns the position where the
elements were found (the number of node and the number of

channel of the referring request). So, if while searching for the
(or
) the algorithm finds that the value is on the
value
(or ) matrix times, where
, then it returns the
(or
positions found, i.e.,
), where
and
. These values are stored in the
(or
). If two or more requests are of equal length then NTV and
CTV vectors are computed and the request with the minimum
is selected. Continuously, the selected request is stored
(or ) and is removed from the demand
in the reordered list
(or ).
matrix
Afterwards, the algorithm searches for the next biggest
(or
), in the same way.
value, which is equal to
Next, the algorithm completes the process of linear searching
for the requests with length equal to value 1. There is no point
in searching for zero value, since it would not have practical
interest on the final schedule matrix, because the specific node,
on the specific channel does not have any packets to transmit.
and lists
IPOSS algorithm completes the formation of the
time. It is obvious that the complexity
in
of IPOSS algorithm, using the ls-ee strategy, is less than the
time, where
complexity of OIS algorithm which is in
is the maximum value of
matrix.
Algorithm 1: The IPOSS Flow Control
1: Begin frame
2: Initialize NTV and CTV vectors
3: Initialize intervals (one for each channel)
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4: Initialize intervals (one for each node)
/*Phase 1: ls-ee strategy begins*/
5: Find the high-priority request with the maximum
value,
6: Reorder the high-priority requests and set the
(reordered) service list
7: if two or more high-priority requests are of equal
length then
8: select the request with the minimum MaxV
9: end if
10: Find the low-priority request with the maximum value,
11: Reorder the low-priority requests and set the
(reordered) service list
12: if two or more low-priority requests are of equal length
then
13: select the request with the minimum MaxV
14: end if
/*Phase 1: ls-ee strategy end*/
/*Phase 2: Scheduling formation begins*/
list is not empty then
15: if the
be the first
16: Select the first entry of , let
entry,
17: Find a suitable time space for the
request of
node on channel , starting from the beginning
of frame (timeslot 0), so that there is no other node
scheduled for this space, for this channel and there is
no schedule for node on other channel
from
18: Delete
19: Update the interval of channel
20: Update the interval of node
21: Update NTV and CTV vectors
22: end if
23: if the list is not empty then
be the first
24: Select the first entry of , let
entry,
25: Find a suitable time space for the
request of
node on channel , starting from the beginning
of frame (timeslot 0), so that there is no other node
scheduled for this space, for this channel and there is
no schedule for node on other channel
from
26: Delete
27: Update the interval of channel
28: Update the interval of node
29: Update NTV and CTV vectors
30: end if
/*Phase 2: Scheduling formation ends*/
31: End frame
For example, let us suppose that during a transmission frame
three requests, namely the
, and
have
the same value of four data packets. In that case, nodes
and compete each other for transmission on channels
,
and , respectively. In that case, IOSS would randomly select
one among the aforementioned requests. On the other hand,
IPOSS applies the ls-ee strategy and computes the NTV and
request is applied
CTV vectors of each request. The

529

to channel , the
request comes from
from node
and destines for channel , while
request
node
and demands transmission on channel
comes from node
. Let us suppose that
, and
, whereas
and
. It holds that IPOSS will select
for
transmission, since this request has the minimum MaxV

Finally, if two or more requests have the same value and the
same minimum MaxV then ls-ee strategy choices the request
with the minimum index (i.e., the minimum number of node
or/and the minimum number of channel) [20].
Since IOSS does not support real-time traffic, the proposed
IPOSS comes to cover this issue, by applying a handling
method in order to satisfy the demanding needs of real-time
traffic. IPOSS supports QoS, meaning that it handles real-time
traffic, co-existing with non-real-time traffic. In this manner
data packets are generated in two modes: high-priority packets,
carrying real-time traffic, and low-priority ones, carrying
non-real-time traffic. While IOSS does not differentiates
high- and low-priority packets, IPOSS schedules high-priority
packets prior to low-priority ones. In other words, high-priority
packets are scheduled first, independently of their length. Once
the high-priority packets’ schedule is completed, IPOSS begins
to schedule the low-priority ones (at the same schedule matrix).
It is clear that ls-ee strategy is executed twice; firstly, it is
executed regarding the high-priority packets’ schedule and,
secondly, it is executed regarding the low-priority packets’
schedule. Consequently, high-priority packets are scheduled
prior to low-priority ones. If two or more equal-priority requests
demand the same amount of transmission time, IPOSS selects
. In this way, a more effective
the request with minimum
schedule is produced and QoS is supported, giving priority to
real-traffic packets.
A. Numerical Example
This section provides a numerical example which illustrates
the IPOSS scheme and the way that it applies the ls-ee strategy
and supports QoS. It is assumed that the WDM star network
consists of
nodes, i.e.,
and
data channels, i.e.,
. Given these parameters, the
following 4 2 demand matrix could represent the aggregate
network traffic

while the following 4 2 demand matrices
and
could
describe the real- and non-real-time traffic, respectively. Obviously, it holds that
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TABLE II
SCHEDULING MATRIX S PRODUCED BY IPOSS

TABLE III
SCHEDULING MATRIX S PRODUCED BY IOSS

Example 1: In the previous demand matrices, the fact that
means that node requests four packets on channel
. Three out of these four packets are of low-priority, since
, while the one rest packet is of high-priority, since
.
As it has already been mentioned, IPOSS begins to construct
the scheduling matrix handing high-priority packets, i.e., the
. The ls-ee strategy is applied and at a first stage the
matrix
following scheduling matrix is formed.

It is clear that the three packets of node
destined for
are favored among all high-priority packets. Then,
channel
and
IPOSS proceeds to the scheduling of
requests, which are of the same length. At this stage, a decision should be made about the previous packets’ priority,
,
which will be based on NTV and CTV vectors. For
, since node
becomes availit holds that,
timeslot, while
,
able for transmission at
because the channel
becomes available at
timeslot.
. Following the same logic,
Thus,
. Given that
has the minimum
, it holds that it is
the request
scheduled prior to
. At this stage, the scheduling matrix
is updated as follows.

The remaining high-priority requests, i.e.,
,
and
, are also of the same length and will
be scheduled according to the following order:
, and
. This is due to the fact
that
, while
. Thus, at
processing, the scheduling matrix is formed as
the end of
follows.

Once the IPOSS handles the high-priority packets of
matrix, it proceeds to the scheduling of low-priority
packets stored in
matrix. The matrix
has many
equal-length requests for whose handing IPOSS employs
the ls-ee strategy, which is extensively demonstrated in case
of high-priority requests. Thus, following the aforementioned logic, the service order of low-priority requests is:
,
. Given the previous information, the final schedand
uling matrix produced by IPOSS is shown in Table II.
From the previous matrix, where the high-priority packets are
depicted in bold face, it is obvious that IPOSS achieves significantly low delay for these packets and, thus, it successfully supports QoS requirements. Tables III and IV represent the scheduling matrix in case that the IOSS and POSA algorithms are
employed, respectively. In these tables, the bold face nodes are
randomly selected among the others to represent their high-priority packets, since IOSS and POSA do not handle real-time
traffic.
Based on the tables, the channel utilization providing by
IPOSS and IOSS is 83.3% which is significantly improved
in comparison to POSA whose channel utilization is 69.4%.
In terms of the mean packet delay of aggregate traffic, the
observed values are 6.1 timeslots for IPOSS, 6.2 timeslots for
IOSS, and 7.8 timeslots for POSA. However, the contribution
of the proposed scheme is clearly depicted by the mean delay
of high-priority packets, since IPOSS cause mean delay of 2.3
timeslots, which is significantly improved in comparison with
the previous values of delay caused by IOSS and POSA.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we carried out experiments, where we compared IPOSS with IOSS and POSA.
More specifically, the experiments are conducted using a
discrete-event simulator implemented in C environment. The
performance of the compared algorithms is evaluated in terms
of network throughput and mean packet delay. Network
throughput represents the average number of bits transmitted
per frame on each channel, while mean packet delay denotes
the mean time in timeslots that packets wait at the queues till
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TABLE IV
SCHEDULING MATRIX S PRODUCED BY POSA

Fig. 5. Mean packet delay of aggregate, real-time and non-real-time traffic as a
function of network load for w 10 channels. (a) Bernoulli traffic. (b) Poisson
traffic.

=

Fig. 4. Mean packet delay of aggregate, real-time, and non-real-time traffic as
a function of network throughput for w 10 channels. (a) Bernoulli traffic. (b)
Poisson traffic.

=

the beginning of their transmission. It is crucial to keep the
mean delay of high-priority packets low, in order to avoid long
delays.
The experiments carried out are based on the following assumptions:
1) traffic pattern follows either the Bernoulli distribution with
parameter or the Poisson distribution with parameter ;
2) line is defined at 3 Gb/s per channel and the tuning time is
considered to be negligible;

3) outcome results from 10000 transmission frames;
4) shares of high- and low-priority packets is 25% and 75%,
respectively.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) present the mean delay of aggregate,
real-time, and non-real-time traffic as a function of network
30 nodes and
10 channels, in case
throughput, for
of Bernoulli and Poisson traffic, respectively. We can observe
that IOSS and POSA have only one curve to present their mean
delay, since they do not handle real-time traffic. On the other
hand, IPOSS scheme supports priority-based QoS and as a
result it achieves significantly lower levels of mean delay for
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Fig. 6. Network throughput as a function of network load for w
(a) Bernoulli traffic. (b) Poisson traffic.

= 10 channels.
Fig. 7. Mean packet delay of aggregate, real-time and non-real-time traffic as
a function of the number of channels. (a) Bernoulli traffic. (b) Poisson traffic.

high-priority compared to that of low-priority ones. Furthermore, IPOSS performance is clearly superior to that of POSA
in terms of mean delay for both high- and low-priority packets,
while it is marginally improved in comparison to IOSS in terms
of aggregate traffic. This is expected, since IOSS and IPOSS
are of the same logic and IOSS has already been superior
to POSA. However, IPOSS’s better performance is apparent
under real-time traffic, where it achieves significantly lower
delay compared to IOSS. This is due to the fact that high-priority packets have the privilege of being scheduled prior to
low-priority ones. As shown in these figures, the mean delay
of high-priority packets in case of IPOSS, for both Bernoulli
and Poisson traffic, is up to 95.4% and 90.6% lower than the
corresponding mean delay of POSA and IOSS, respectively.
This significant improvement is not made in the cost of a high
delay of low-priority packets, since, as depicted in Fig. 4(a)
and (b), the non-real-time traffic curve of IPOSS is very close
to that of the aggregate traffic.

Similar conclusions can be extracted from Fig. 5(a) and (b),
where the mean delay is presented as a function of network load,
for the aforementioned values of network’s parameter i.e.,
30 nodes and
. In these figures, the values on the axes
correspond either to the values of the Bernoulli distribution’s
parameter [see Fig. 5(a)], or to the values of the Poisson
parameter [see Fig. 5(b)]. Both
and
padistribution’s
rameters denote the traffic load. For example, parameter expresses the possibility of generating one packet per node, per
channel for each timeslot. Poisson parameter operates in line
, which expresses the Poisson
with
distribution. It is obvious that all protocols exhibit similar behavior independent of the traffic model, while their performance
in terms of mean delay decreases as the network load increases.
More specifically, the performance of IPOSS scheme is far superior compared to the performance of POSA independent of
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=

Fig. 8. More priority levels. (a) Mean packet delay as a function of network throughput for w 10 channels. (b) Mean packet delay as a function of network load
for w 10 channels. (c) Network throughput as a function of network load for w 10 channels. (d) Mean packet delay as a function of the number of channels.

=

packets’ priority. On the other hand, what significantly differentiates IPOSS from IOSS is the mean delay of high-priority
packets.
In Fig. 6(a) and (b), the network throughput is presented
30 nodes and
as a function of the network load for
10 channels under Bernoulli and Poisson traffic, respectively.
The throughput improvement that IPOSS provides over POSA
scheme indicates that the use of the proposed algorithm leads
to a significant reduction of the schedule’s length. This is due
to the fact that IPOSS apart from prioritizing the real-time
traffic, it also provides to the long-length requests the privilege
of being scheduled prior to the short-length ones and, thus, it
allocates more free timeslots for the rest of requests. However,
the improvement of IPOSS over IOSS is marginal, since the
two schemes employ the same logic in handling the long- and
short-length packets, which contribute to throughput performance.
Finally, Fig. 7(a) and (b) illustrate the mean delay of aggregate, real-time, and non-real-time traffic as a function of the

=

30 nodes and traffic load equal
number of channels for
to 0.026 and 0.0259, respectively. For this set of experimenta. In line with the above results, it is
tion we set
apparent that the proposed scheme achieves significantly lower
delay for high-priority packets. Thus, in Fig. 7(a), where the network’s traffic follows the Bernoulli distribution, as the number
of channels increases, IPOSS achieves from 93.3% to 96.8%
lower delay in comparison to POSA and from 92.6% down to
88.9% lower delay in comparison to IOSS. On the other hand,
in Fig. 7(b), where the network’s traffic follows the Poisson distribution, as the number of channels increases, IPOSS achieves
from 93% to 95.5% lower delay in comparison to POSA and
from 92.1% down to 88.6% lower delay in comparison to IOSS.
A. Experimentation With More Priorities
On the above simulation results, data packets are considered
to be of two priority levels: high- or low-priority level. However,
the proposed scheme can be easily extended in order to handle
more priority levels and thus to support applications which
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require a variety of QoS. In this section, we have conducted
experiments where the IPOSS has been extended in order to
handle three priority levels. More specifically, the shares of
high-, medium-, and low-priority packets is 10%, 30%, and
60%, respectively.
In Fig. 8(a)–(d), the traffic pattern follows the Poisson distri. More specifically,
bution, while the number of nodes is
in Fig. 8(a)–(c) the traffic load varies from 0.0251 to 0.0259 and
, while in Fig. 8(d)
the number of channels is fixed to
the number of channels varies from 5 to 10 and the traffic load
is equal to 0.0259. These figures show that independent of the
network’s parameters the addition of one priority level does not
affect the performance of IPOSS, since the proposed scheme retains its superiority compared to POSA and IOSS.
In Fig. 8(a), where the mean packet delay is presented as
a function of network throughput, it is apparent that IPOSS
achieves lower levels of mean delay for high-priority packets
compared to medium-priority ones, while the mean delay for
medium-priority packets is significantly improved compared to
that of low-priority ones. As it is expected, IPOSS performance
is superior to that of POSA for all types of traffic, while it surpasses the IOSS performance for high- and medium-priority
packets. The results of Fig. 8(b), where the mean packet delay is
presented as a function of network load, are in line with that of
Fig. 8(a). Fig. 8(c) illustrates network throughput as a function
of network load and provides similar conclusions compared to
Fig. 6(b), since network throughput is independent of the priority levels that IPOSS scheme handles. Finally, Fig. 8(d) confirms IPOSS performance under handling three priority levels
presenting mean packet delay as a function of the number of
channels. It is apparent that for any number on network channels
high- and medium-priority packets has the privilege of being
scheduled prior to low-priority ones and, thus, their mean delay
is significantly lower compared to that of IOSS and POSA.
B. Major Observations
The following conclusions can be extracted from the simulation results presented in Fig. 4–8.
1) The proposed IPOSS scheme succeeds in handing realtime traffic and it is clearly superior to POSA and IOSS,
since it creates a shorter schedule, which advances the
network’s throughput and significantly reduces the mean
delay of high-priority packets. This is due to the fact that
IPOSS exploits the priority information of data packets
and, thus, it modifies their schedule by prioritizing highpriority packets over low-priority ones.
2) The proposed scheme can be easily extended to handle
more priority levels and thus to support applications which
require a variety of QoS. In our case, this extension handles three priority levels providing a superior performance
for high- and medium-priority packets in terms of mean
delay without sacrificing the performance of low-priority
packets.
VI. CONCLUSION
A revised scheduling strategy for medium access in a optical
star network is introduced. The proposed IPOSS supports concurrently two crucial issues: a collision-free reservation scheme

and a QoS provision environment. In this manner, IPOSS
keeps the following scheduling order: high-priority long-length
requests, high-priority short length requests, low-priority
long-length requests, and low priority short-length requests.
Furthermore, IPOSS introduces a new scheduling strategy
(ls-ee), which considers two decision vectors (NTV and CTV),
indicating the earliest time availability of each channel for the
node whose request is being processed. According to ls-ee
strategy the final choice among the requests that demand the
same amount of transmission frame is based on these vectors,
allowing a better usage of channels’ utilization, since the possibility of finding an appropriate interval to schedule short-length
requests is increased. As a result, the proposed scheme obtains
significant throughput-delay improvements for real time traffic
compared to prior scheduling algorithms, under Bernoulli and
Poisson traffic.
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